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(S-j) The cantilever sheet piling; loaded with active earth pressure which· is 
too large, can be anchored by tie rods at, or near, its top to anchor plates, 
anchor walls,'anchor piles or deadmen. Such anchors should be constructed 
far enough behind the surface of rupture of the sliding soil wedge (see Fig. 6·3c) 
so that it acts independently of the b~lkhead and the soil behind it. .BY this 
method of construction, the driving depth, or the total length o( the sheet 
piling and its weight, are reduced considerably. 

The. stability of this kind of sheet piling depends more upon the anchor 
than 'on the inducement of large resultant earth pressute$. Thus this method 
of design p~mits (1) a smaller driving depth than that cOI;lputed in the 
analysis of free cantilever' she~t piling, and (2) greater retaining heights for 
a given section modul~ ·of sheet piling .. 

( 5 -2.) As mentioned in Sec. 6-1, When designing any specific part of a structure, 
. we should know.where to place-the live loadin..orderto produce thee J;DaXi•. 
mum live stresses for the p8.rt cobsidered. Under amngle. Cflnaintra,te4: lpad 
or a uniform loa4' the critical position causingccrtainmaxilnwn live. stres., 
can be spotted at once by inspection at the influence line. For. more com· 
plicated conditions of loading,. which are of various magnitude and spacing, 
such as a series' of movingwhee1s; ona loComotive, we Cannot tell the critical 
position by just looking:at the influence lli:J.e. The method that should be fol
lowed for such ~" i.~ esseI1ti~Iy one of trial ~ded by the use of c~riteria based 
on the influence line, in order to minimize computations. 

Fora_diff.c~ntJypcof intlu~nc;e line,thcr.ccwillbe a corresponding different 
criterion for maxima. In this chapter we shall discuss the criteria for -maxima 
derived from the more common types of influence diagrams. 


